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1. Introduction

In the world tractor engineering, every year more and 
more attention is paid to creating the tools for the transfer of 
power from the power unit to the engines, which are alter-
native to mechanical, these are primarily transmissions with 
a variator, hydrovolumetric-mechanical and electromechan-
ical transmissions, etc. [1].

Particularly widespread for wheeled tractors is certainly 
a continuously variable two-flow hydrovolumetric-mechani-
cal transmission (HVMT). In the West European markets, 
manufacturers have been encouraged to equip tractors with 
HVMT for 30 years now. The leaders in this direction are such 
world famous companies as CNH, John Deere, AGCO with 
tractor brands Case IH, John Deere, Fendt, Massey Ferguson 
[2–4]. As for the Ukrainian market, a model manufactured by 
PAT “Kharkiv tractor plant”, HTZ-21021 with HVMT-1S, 
was for the first time introduced to the market [5, 6].

The tendency of implementation of HVMT is most of 
all connected to a chain of advantages, in particular, this 
is a continuously variable transfer of power from internal 
combustion engine to the wheels, which predetermines 
provision of smooth motion from the start (stage of accel-

eration) [7]; reduces dynamic loads in the transmission at 
variable modes of operation; enhances ergonomic properties 
during technological and transporting activities; adds up a 
capacity to reduce speed to a full stop by hydrovolumetric 
transmission (stage of braking), thus unloading a standard 
braking system, etc.

An important factor that affects the work of a wheeled 
tractor with HVMT when performing transporting and tech-
nological operations is the control of the tractor (i. e., a change 
in the parameter of adjustment of hydraulic machine). It is 
known that in the process of acceleration and at the braking 
stage, excitatory forces are created that affect technical-eco-
nomic indicators and the safety of motion of a tractor in gener-
al, so the study of the impact of the change in the parameter of 
adjustment of hydraulic machine at acceleration and braking 
is a relevant task.

2. Analysis of scientific literature and  
the problem statement

The unsolved problem of loading efficiency of hydraulic 
branch of HVMT is important because, with the increase 
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of quenching the excitatory forces by a hydraulic branch, 
it will significantly reduce the load on the mechanical one. 
Based on this, one can stress the use of the lower internal 
combustion engine power both at the stages of acceleration 
and braking of a wheel tractor. 

In the paper [9], the authors propose to increase the effi-
ciency of hydrovolumetric transfer by adding air turbine as a 
hydraulic pump, which will increase the efficiency by 17 %. 
However, this innovative approach has not been tested for 
HVMT in a wheeled tractor.

The materials [10] examined optimal balance control 
between the efficiency of internal combustion engine and 
hydrovolumetric transmission. However, the authors stress 
that, to achieve optimum control, it is necessary to separate-
ly determine adjustment characteristics of both a hydraulic 
pump and a hydraulic motor.

The paper [11] determined that for the efficient work of 
HVMT in a hydraulic branch, it is expedient to use unregu-
lated hydraulic motor. Such statement was proposed by the 
author owing to the research into selection of the most ap-
propriate angle of inclination of a hydraulic motor’s washer. 
It was found in the process of selection that in some cases, 
especially at low speeds and torques, hydraulic system can 
produce greater efficiency at a smaller angle of inclination of 
hydraulic motor’s washer.

The study of efficiency of HVT as part of an earthmov-
ing machine is the subject of the work [12]. In this work, the 
author, using mathematical modeling and experiment, deter-
mines the efficiency of HVT and the control of machine in 
general when using one and two hydraulic engines. By carry-
ing out the research, the author stresses that at this stage of 
the study, it is necessary to pay attention to the dependency 
of characteristics of the losses on the torque load and param-
eters of adjustment of hydraulic machines.

The issues that determine the rational change in the 
HVMT control by changing parameters of regulation of hy-
draulic machines in hydrovolumetric transmission both at the 
stages of acceleration and braking are covered in many papers.

In the article [13], the author proposes a mathematical 
model using a generalized equation of energy balance, find-
ing a parameter of adjustment of HVMT, close to optimum 
convex-concave law, on the time, for mobile tracked vehicles 
at a constant coefficient of the motion resistance.  

The materials to the paper [14] determined rational 
changes in regulation parameters of hydraulic machines for 
tractors with HVMT that work with a “differential at the in-
put” and a “differential at the output”, in terms of enhancing 
technical and economic indicators of a machine-tractor unit 
at performing a technological operation of “plowing” in the 
process of entering a technological mode.

In the papers [15, 16], the author gives general recom-
mendations on the rational law of braking, which is char-
acterized by the efficiency of braking, stability and man-
ageability. Unfortunately, the author in these works comes 
up graphically only with the rational change in parameters 
of adjusting hydraulic machines for a tractor with HVMT 
that works with the differential at the output. The article 
[16] determines the change in the parameters of regulation 
of hydraulic machines during braking of a wheeled tractor 
from 60 km/h using an antiblocking system. However, this 
approach cannot be used because it is known, by forming a 
rational change in the parameter of adjustment of hydraulic 
machine for a wheeled tractor HTZ-21021 with HVMT-1S, 
that the maximum speed amounts only to 41.5 km/h. Fur-

thermore, the tractor HTZ-21021 is equipped with pneumat-
ic braking drive, whose principle of work differs significantly 
from the antiblocking system.

Based on the analysis of the above-mentioned papers, 
there is a need to form a rational change in the parameter 
of adjustment of hydraulic machine for the wheeled tractor 
HTZ-21021 with HVMT-1S by the criteria of loading the 
efficiency of hydraulic branch of HVMT. It is this criterion 
at the stages of acceleration and braking, at which a ratio-
nal operation of the hydrovolumetric transmission (HVT) 
would be observed, which will make it possible to reduce 
the load on the mechanical part of the transmission, internal 
combustion engine and will increase safety of the motion.

3. The purpose and objectives of the study

The aim of this work is the formation of rational change 
in the parameter of adjustment of the hydraulic machine of 
the wheeled tractor HTZ-21021 with continuously variable 
HVMT-1S by optimizing the shape of characteristics of the 
parameter of adjustment of the hydraulic machine at the 
stages of acceleration and braking. It is necessary for the 
formed change to confirm the idea of the convex-concave 
law of change in the regulation of HVMT [13] as the most 
efficient one at acceleration or braking of mobile vehicles 
with HVMT.

To achieve the set goal, it is necessary to solve the fol-
lowing tasks:

– to formalize the criteria of optimization, which take 
into account main technical parameters of HVMT, as well 
as indicators of the wheeled tractor HTZ-21021 with contin-
uously variable HVMT-1S during acceleration and braking;

– to assess the impact of the formed rational changes in 
the parameters of adjustment of hydraulic machines on the 
kinematical, power and energy indicators of continuously 
variable HVMT-1S at the stages of acceleration and braking 
of the wheeled tractor HTZ-21021.

4. Methods used for the formation of a rational control 
system of continuously variable transmission in the 

process of acceleration and braking of a wheeled tractor

In this work, in order to achieve the set objectives, it is 
necessary to use a number of methods, namely: method of 
mathematical modeling at differential and integral calcu-
lations of dynamic processes in the motion of the wheeled 
tractor HTZ-21021 with HVMT-1S, the theory of optimiza-
tion, as well as statistical analysis to compare the data when 
using linear and rational change of parameters of hydraulic 
machine adjustment during acceleration and braking.

The process of acceleration of the wheeled tractor with 
HVMT is modeled based on the papers [17], in which they 
built a generalized mathematic model of transient processes, 
taking into account properties of the internal combustion 
engine performance, HVMT and interaction of the wheels 
with the bearing surface.

The braking of the wheeled tractor with HVMT is 
modeled with the help of generalization of scientific papers. 
In particular, the materials from the article [18] are used to 
determine the dynamics of the performance of internal com-
bustion engine. On the basis of the work [17], we compile a 
mathematical model of the work of HVMT, which takes into 
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account the change in the parameter of regulation of the hy-
draulic machine of HVT, the volume of hydraulic machines, 
the moment of losses in hydraulic machines and allows de-
scribing the process of braking of the elements of transmis-
sion of various engineering designs. The paper [19] describes 
determining parameters of work of the braking mechanism 
of the wheeled tractor HTZ. As for the study of the braking 
system of a tractor, it is necessary to describe the processes 
that occur in a pneumatic braking drive, then we will use a 
mathematical model, which is formed in the article [20].

For the formation of the rational change in the parame-
ter of adjustment of hydraulic machine both at the stage of 
acceleration and braking, we will introduce the generalized 
criterion (K∑), (which is characterized by partial criteria 
and must have the maximum value).

It should be noted that the processes of acceleration and 
braking are not equivalent, but common partial criteria will 
be those, which characterize the load of efficiency of the 
hydraulic transmission branch, as well as acceleration and 
braking time. One also needs to note that, for the process 
of braking, there is a very important indicator, which deter-
mines the braking distance of the tractor and, as a result, 
requires a separate partial criterion.

To assess the efficiency of the braking of a wheeled trac-
tor with HVMT, the criteria are used that determine the 
braking distance and braking time. Thus, it is expedient to 
represent the criteria in the following expression

1
1 1 *

max

S(e )
K (e ) 1 ;

S
= −   (1)

( )1
2 1 *

max

t (e t )
K (e ) 1 ,

t
= −   (2)

where S(e1) is the current value of braking distance; S*
max is 

the maximum value of braking distance; t(e1) is the current 
value of time; t*

max is the maximum value of time.
The maximum value of braking distance is accepted as 

100 m. The maximum value of time, both of acceleration and 
braking, will equal the time of change in the parameter of 
adjustment of hydraulic machine, i. e., t*

max=t(e1).
The best efficiency of the wheeled tractor at braking is 

observed at the maximum value K1(e1) (1). As for the time of 
acceleration, the best efficiency is observed at the maximum 
value K2(e1) (2).

Let us use the criteria that characterize efficiency of HVT 
and efficiency of HVMT. It should be noted that determining 
the maximum indicator of efficiency of HVT h*

HVTmax will be 
carried out both in direct (DIR) and reverse (REV) power 
flows in the closed circuit of HVMT. Since the papers [14] 
already contain attempts to describe the criterion of efficiency 
of a machine-tractor unit, then let us take this approach

HVTDIR 1
3 1 *

HVTmax

(e )
K (e ) ;

η
=

η
  (3)

HVTREV 1
4 1 *

HVTmax

(e )
K (e ) ;

η
=

η
  (4)

HVMT 1
5 1 *

HVMTmax

(e )
K (e ) ,

η
=

η
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where hHVT DIR(е1) is the current value of efficiency of HVT 
in direct flow of power; hHVT REV(е1) is the current value of 

efficiency of HVT in reverse flow of power; h*
HVT max is the 

maximum value of efficiency of HVT; h*
HVMT(е1) is the cur-

rent value of efficiency of HVMT; h*
HVMT max is the maximum 

value of efficiency of HVMT.
In the calculation, the maximum values of indicators 

of efficiency of HVT h*
HVT max=h*

О max·h*
М max tend to equal 

0.99, then h*
HVT max=0,98. It is known that the maximum 

value of efficiency of the transmission directly depends on 
the number of connecting elements from internal combustion 
engine and wheels, but from the paper [21] it is known that 
the maximum efficiency of HVMT equals h*

HVT max=0,82.
It should be noted that the partial criteria are within the 

range of 0<K1(e1), K2(e1), K3(e1), K4(e1), K5(e1)≤1. The best 
load of hydraulic branch of HVMT of the wheeled tractor at 
braking is observed at the maximum values of K3(e1), K4(e1) 
та K5(e1) (3)–(5).

Let us combine received criteria (1)–(5) in the general-
ized one with assigning penalty functions [10–12]

n m

i i j j
i 1 j 1

K K P ,Σ
= =

= Ζ ⋅ + Ζ ⋅∑ ∑   (6)

where Zi, Zj are the weight coefficients [10]; Pj is the 
penalty function, which reduces the value of generalized 
criterion at the exit of variable parameter beyond permis-
sible values [10].

The author of the paper [14, 15], in the study of ratio-
nal changes in the parameter of adjustment of a hydraulic 
machine, introduced penalty functions for such indicators 
as the difference in working pressure in HVT, the angular 
speed at a satellite and on the links of hydraulic pump and 
hydraulic engine. As noted, the introduction of penalty func-
tions is directly related to the workability of HVMT.

The maximum value of working pressure drop in HVT 
does not exceed the mark of 45 MPa (45·106 Pа), which is 
provided by the work of safety valves. The maximum values 
of the angular velocities at the satellite in the planetary 
mechanism and on the links of hydraulic pump and hydraulic 
engine should not exceed 600 rad/s. Such peculiarities are 
primarily related to the design features of HVMT.
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ω

 ω
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 ω ≤
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where ωs
* is the current value of the angular velocity of the 

satellite; ω4
*, ω5

* are the current values of the angular veloc-
ities on the links of hydraulic pump and hydraulic engine.

The values of penalty functions are within –∞<Pωs(|ωs|), 
Pω4(|ω4|), Pω5(|ω5|)≤0.

Thus, we will form a general view of the generalized cri-
terion for the process of acceleration
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Similar for the acceleration, let us compile generalized 
criterion for the process of braking
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Assessing the obtained equations, one may notice that 
the generalized criterion is affected by the magnitude of 
weight coefficients. Since the sum of weighting coefficients 
for the criteria should equal 1, and their magnitude is accept-
ed as the equilibrium, then for the acceleration we will take 

ZA1=0,25, ZA2=0,25, ZA3=0,25, ZA4=0,25, and for the brak-
ing – ZB1=0,2, ZB2=0,2, ZB3=0,2, ZB4=0,2, ZB5=0,2. When 
determining weight coefficients for the penalty functions, it 
is necessary for their magnitude to help achieve the fastest 
determining the crossing of permissible values, since reali-
zation of the search for a rational change will be performed 
accurate to hundredths, then Zωs=105, Zω4=105, Zω5=105.

The solution to the set problem, determining a rational 
change in the parameter of adjustment of a hydraulic ma-
chine in the process of braking and acceleration, is carried 
out by one of the methods of optimization. In this paper we 
applied a method of direct search, namely, the Hook-Jeeves 
method.

5. Results of the study of indicators when applying rational 
control system of continuously variable transmission in the 

process of acceleration and braking of a wheel tractor

In the process of optimization, we formed rational chang-
es in the parameter of adjustment of hydraulic machines at 
acceleration and braking for 5 s, 10 s, 15 s (Fig. 1, 2). When 
applying the obtained dependencies, it is expedient to ex-
plore the change in the indicators of the wheeled tractor 
HTZ-21021 with HVMT-1S. Table 1 summarizes the results 
when applying linear and rational change in the parameter of 
adjustment of the hydraulic machine. Fig. 3, 4 present graph-
ical change in the indicator of efficiency of HVT hHVT in the 
process of acceleration and braking of the wheeled tractor.

a b

c
Fig.	1.	Change	in	the	parameter	of	adjustment	of	hydraulic	machine	at	acceleration	of	the	wheeled	tractor	HTZ-21021	with	

HVMT-1S:	a	–	for	5	s;	b	–	for	10	s;	c	–	for	15	s;	1	–	by	linear	dependency;	2	–	by	rational	law
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Table	1

Results	when	applying	linear	and	rational	change	in	the	parameter	of	adjustment	of	the	hydraulic	machine	at	the	stage	of	
acceleration	and	braking	of	the	wheeled	tractor	HTZ-21021	with	HVMT-1S

( )1t e , s *
maxt , s S, m HVMTmaxη HVTmaxη Оmaxη Мmaxη

max
P∆ , MPa

1K (e )Σ

DIR REV DIR REV DIR REV DIR REV

Acceleration

Linear change in the parameter of adjustment of hydraulic machine

5 4,81 – 0,79 0,9 0,72 0,95 0,83 0,95 0,93 15,7 22,8 0,66

10 9,75 – 0,78 0,84 0,66 0,94 0,82 0,9 0,83 12,4 15,4 0,63

15 14,5 – 0,75 0,75 0,62 0,93 0,82 0,8 0,76 11,0 7,5 0,59

Rational change in the parameter of adjustment of hydraulic machine

5 4,75 – 0,8 0,93 0,87 0,97 0,87 0,96 0,94 27,2 33,4 0,72

10 9,0 – 0,79 0,85 0,82 0,96 0,85 0,95 0,95 18,3 29,6 0,69

15 10,2 – 0,78 0,84 0,8 0,95 0,85 0,95 0,98 11,0 25,1 0,74

Braking

Linear change in the parameter of adjustment of hydraulic machine

5 4,66 28,03 0,66 0,71 0,58 0,81 0,87 0,9 0,75 11,0 39,3 0,58

10 8,93 52,53 0,66 0,71 0,29 0,81 0,8 0,9 0,43 11,0 33,7 0,48

15 13,2 77,11 0,66 0,71 0,11 0,81 0,78 0,9 0,15 11,0 16,5 0,4

Rational change in the parameter of adjustment of hydraulic machine

5 4,5 25,51 0,73 0,88 0,71 0,98 0,97 0,93 0,81 38,1 39,5 0,67

10 8,5 38,79 0,72 0,86 0,61 0,97 0,97 0,93 0,64 39,7 36,4 0,63

15 13,1 50,45 0,7 0,8 0,45 0,88 0,94 0,92 0,54 34,8 31,9 0,55

a b

c
Fig.	2.	Change	in	the	parameter	of	adjustment	of	hydraulic	machine	at	braking	of	the	wheeled	tractor	HTZ-21021	with	HVMT-1S:	

a	–	for	5	s;	b	–	for	10	s;	c –	for	15	s;	1	–	by	linear	dependency;	2	–	by	rational	law
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a

b

c

Fig.	3.	Change	of	efficiency	of	HVT	hHVT	in	the	process	of	
acceleration:	a	–	5	s;	b –	10	s;	c	–15	s;	A1,	A2	is	the	zone	

of	reverse	flow;	B1,	B2	is	the	the	zone	of	direct	flow;		
1	–	е1	changed	by	linear	change;	2	–	е1	changes	by	rational	
change;		 	is	the	area	of	the	highest	efficiency	of	HVMT	at	
linear	dependency	е1;	 	is	the	area	of	the	highest	efficiency	

of	HVMT	at	rational	dependency	е1

Analyzing the dependency of efficiency of HVT on the 
time of acceleration and braking, it was found that the use 
of the rational change in the parameter of adjustment of a 
hydraulic machine narrows the zone of the highest efficiency 
of HVMT (hHVT=0) – this phenomenon points to the larger 
load of hydraulic branch of HVMT-1S.

а

b

6. Discussion of the results of study of the influence of 
the use of control systems for a wheeled tractor with 

continuously variable transmission

In the course of theoretical research, by applying ratio-
nal, instead of linear, change in the parameter of adjustment 
of the hydraulic machine, the following is observed:

c

Fig.	4.	Change	of	efficiency	of	HVT	hHVT	in	the	process	of	braking:	
a	–	for	5	s;	b	–	10	s;	c	–	15	s;	A1,	A2	is	the	zone	of	reverse	flow;	
B1,	B2	is	the	zone	of	direct	flow;	1	–	е1	changes	by	linear	change;	
2	–	е1	changes	by	rational	change;		 	is	the	area	of	the	highest	
efficiency	of	HVMT	at	linear	dependency	е1;	 	is	the	area	of	the	

highest	efficiency	of	HVMT	at	rational	dependency	е1
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– in the process of acceleration for 5 s:
• decrease: time of acceleration of tractor t* by 1.25%;
• increase:
– efficiency of HVMT hHVMT max by 1,27 %;
– efficiency of HVT in direct flow hHVT DIR max by 3,33 %;
– efficiency of HVT in reverse flow hHVT REV max by 

20,83 %;
– efficiency volumetric in direct flow hО DIR max by 2,11 %;
– efficiency volumetric in reverse flow hО REV max by 4,82 %;
– efficiency mechanical in direct flow hM DIR max by 1,05 %;
– efficiency mechanical in reverse flow hМ REV max by 1,08 %;
– the difference of working pressure in HVT in direct flow 

|∆P|DIR max by 73,25 %;
– the difference of working pressure in HVT in reverse flow 

|∆P|REV max by 46,5 %;
– in the process of braking for 5 s:
• decrease:
– of the time till full stop of tractor t* by 3,43 %;
– of the braking distance S by 8,99 %;
• increase:
– efficiency of HVMT hHVMT max by 9,85 %;
– efficiency of HVT in direct flow hHVT DIR max by 23,94 %;
– efficiency of HVT in reverse flow hHVT REV max by 

22,41 %;
– efficiency volumetric in direct flow hО DIR max by 20,99 %;
– efficiency volumetric in reverse flow hО REV max by 11,5 %;
– efficiency mechanical in direct flow hM DIR max by 3,3 %;
– efficiency mechanical in reverse flow hМ REV max by 8,0 %;
– the difference of working pressure in HVT in direct flow 

|∆P|DIR max by 2,46 times;
– the difference of working pressure in HVT in reverse flow 

|∆P|REV max by 0,51 %;
– in the process of acceleration for 10 s:
• decrease: in the time of acceleration of tractor t* by 7,69 %;
• increase:
– efficiency of HVMT hHVMT max by 1,41 %;
– efficiency of HVT in direct flow hHVT DIR max by 1,8 %;
– efficiency of HVT in reverse flow hHVT REV max by 

24,24 %;
– efficiency volumetric in direct flow hО DIR max by 2,13 %;
– efficiency volumetric in reverse flow hО REV max by 3,66 %;
– efficiency mechanical in direct flow hM DIR max by 5,56 %;
– efficiency mechanical in reverse flow hМ REV max by 14,46 %;
– the difference of working pressure in HVT in direct flow 

|∆P|DIR max by 47,58 %;
– the difference of working pressure in HVT in reverse flow 

|∆P|REV max by 92,2 %;
– in the process of braking for 10 s:
• decrease:
– of the time till full stop of tractor t* by 4,82 %;
– of the braking distance S by 26,16%;
• increase:
– efficiency of HVMT hHVMT max by 9,09 %;
– efficiency of HVT in direct flow hHVT DIR max by 21,13 %;
– efficiency of HVT in reverse flow hHVT REV max by 

1,1 times;
– efficiency volumetric in direct flow hО DIR max by 19,75 %;
– efficiency volumetric in reverse flow hО REV max by 21,25 %;
– efficiency mechanical in direct flow hM DIR max by 3,3 %;
– efficiency mechanical in reverse flow hМ REV max by 

49,53 %;
– the difference of working pressure in HVT in direct flow 

|∆P|DIR max by 2,6 times;

– the difference of working pressure in HVT in reverse flow 
|∆P|REV max  by 8,01 %;

– in the process of acceleration for 15 s:
• decrease in the time of acceleration of tractor t* by 29,66 %;
• increase:
– efficiency of HVMT hHVMT max by 4,0 %;
– efficiency of HVT in direct flow hHVT DIR max by 12,0 %;
– efficiency of HVT in reverse flow hHVT REV max by 

29,03 %;
– efficiency volumetric in direct flow hО DIR max by 2,15 %;
– efficiency volumetric in reverse flow hО REV max by 3,66 %;
– efficiency mechanical in direct flow hM DIR max by 18,75 %;
– efficiency mechanical in reverse flow hМ REV max by 

28,95 %;
– the difference of working pressure in HVT in reverse flow 

|∆P|REV max by 2,3 times;
– in the process of braking for 15 s:
• decrease:
– of the time till full stop of tractor t* by 0,98 %;
– of the braking distance S by 34,57 %;
• increase: 
– efficiency of HVMT hHVMT max by 6,06 %;
– efficiency of HVT in direct flow hHVT DIR max by 12,68 %;
– efficiency of HVT in reverse flow hHVT REV max by 

3,09 times;
– efficiency volumetric in direct flow hО DIR max by 8,64 %;
– efficiency volumetric in reverse flow hО REV max by 20,43 %;
– efficiency mechanical in direct flow hM DIR max by 2,78 %;
– efficiency mechanical in reverse flow hМ REV max by 

2,6 times;
– the difference of working pressure in HVT in direct flow 

|∆P|DIR max by 2,16 times;
– the difference of working pressure in HVT in reverse flow 

|∆P|REV max by 93,3 %.

7. Conclusions

1. On the basis of the theory of optimization it was formal-
ized that the most rational change in the parameter of adjust-
ment of the hydraulic machine of HVMT, which operates by 
the scheme of the differential at the output, there is a change 
in line with a convex-concave law: convex (relative to linear) 
in the process of acceleration, concave in the process of brak-
ing. Such patterns are related to the fact that when using the 
linear dependency of change in the parameter of adjustment 
of hydraulic machine, excitatory forces that occur during ac-
celeration and braking are absorbed evenly by hydraulic and 
mechanical branches of HVMT. The application of the ob-
tained rational dependencies provides the larger absorption of 
the excitatory forces by hydraulic branch of the transmission.

2. When applying the rational changes in the parameters 
of adjustment of hydraulic machine specifically for the wheeled 
tractor HTZ-21021 with HVMT-1S, the following is ob-
served: decrease in the time of acceleration by 1.25–29,66 %,  
in the time of braking by 0.98–4,82 %; decrease in the brak-
ing distance by 8.99–34,57 %; increase in efficiency of HVT 
at acceleration by 1.27–4.0 %; the maximum increase in effi-
ciency of HVT at acceleration by 29.03 % and at braking by 
3.09 times. Such indicators are predetermined by the greater 
load of hydraulic branch of continuously variable HVMT-1S 
compared to the use of linear change in the parameters of 
adjustment of hydraulic machines.
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